RETAIL

New benchmark in van racking
and storage solutions

When it’s time to deck your van out with a suitable storage solutions look
no further than TIGER Racking, a quality product at a market leading price!
LENGTH Standard 840mm Extended 1240mm
HEIGHT 1580mm

TR KIT1 + TR KIT1E

TR KIT2 + TR KIT2E

TR KIT3 + TR KIT3E

Perfect base kit to get your van
organised, with three tiers of shelfs and
parts bins to suit providing exceptional
storage opportunities.

Got Lots of parts to organise?
With four tiers of shelfs and parts bins
to suit it provides endless storage
solution.

Provide the mix of storage and open
shelfs with two tiers of shelves with
parts bins to suit and two tiers of open
shelves, providing flexibility to mix it up.

SHELF DEPTH

SHELF DEPTH

SHELF DEPTH

$549

$649

$549

EXTENDED:

EXTENDED:

EXTENDED:

250mm, 300mm, 400mm

$649
$120

INSTALLATION:

250mm, 280mm, 300mm, 400mm

$749
$120

INSTALLATION:

250mm, 280mm, 300mm, 400mm

$649
$120

INSTALLATION:

TR KIT4 + TR KIT4E

TR KIT5 + TR KIT5E

TK MESH

Got Rolls? This kit is your solution for
managing those hard to store cable reels.
With two levels of reel holding fun and one
shelf to store all those related small parts
it’s a sparkys dream.

The Rolls Royce of Storage! With five tiers
of shelves and parts bins to suit all levels.
OCD tradies best friend, it’s a NEVER
have an unorganised van again.

The ultimate hanging rack. Keep control of
any extension lead, hi Vis vest or anything
else. Made from high quality steel with
welded mesh.

SHELF DEPTH

SHELF DEPTH

250mm

250mm, 280mm, 300mm, 400mm

DEPTH 3mm LENGTH 1050mm
WIDTH 350mm

$499

$699

$95

EXTENDED:

EXTENDED:

$549
INSTALLATION: $120

TKLBOX + TKELBOX

$799
INSTALLATION: $120

EZI-PAK

TR SD5

The perfect accessories to hide those
valuable tools out of sight. With a hinged
door and dual key locks this box is
an essential for any commercial
set up.

The TRSD5 sliding drawer system with five
Fischer EZi-PAK storage boxes. All sliding
draws use long lasting ball bearings and
spring loaded latches ensure all draws
hold tight for those long corners.

■■ A.B.S. base & clip
■■ 21 compartments
■■ Removable dividers to create larger
storage area
■■ Base legs

DEPTH 400mm HEIGHT 255mm
LENGTH 840mm or 1240mm

DEPTH 440mm LENGTH 465mm
HEIGHT 550mm

DEPTH 432mm WIDTH 370m
HEIGHT 85mm

$219

$599

EXTENDED:

$329
$30

INSTALLATION: $30

INSTALLATION:
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